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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Standout Horse Racing Double Pays 4/1 Today 

There are no meaningful football matches in Europe today which means we can 
focus on racing and highlight two naps of the day, one over jumps and another on 
the All-Weather at Newcastle. The low prize money issue is highlighted today 
because at the two jumps meetings and in 14 races there is not one double figure 
first prize.  Racing is booming at the top end but the grassroots of the sport is not in 
a good place. However, a winner is a winner and the novice chase over two miles at 
Leicester (1.40) has attracted three runners but it is virtually a match. CLONDAW 
CASTLE can use his chasing experience to beat his only realistic rival to win at 
Evens with Betfair.  


The creation of an artificial surface at Newcastle was criticised in some quarters on 
the basis that an excellent turf course was being lost. However, the benefits of 
having an All-Weather course in the north outweighed the negatives and today’s 
eight races have attracted not huge but decent fields. Only two races do not have 
the eight runners required for three places in each way betting. The most lucrative 
contest is the Class 2 handicap over two miles and a bit at 4.10 that offers almost 
£16,000 to the winner. STARGAZER returns to handicap company after winning a 
conditions race over course and distance last month and is the tip at 6/4 with Paddy 
Power. 


Both NFL Championship matches went to overtime on Sunday and the two eventual 
outcomes mean the New England Patriots meet the Los Angeles Rams in Super 
Bowl L111. This is a repeat of the 2002 final when the Patriots beat the Rams as 14-
point underdogs. The Vegas handicappers made this year’s clash a pick-em so 
neither side got a handicap start but the line has moved to 2. Favourites’ NEW 
ENGLAND PATRIOTS are marginally preferred at 4/5 with Betfair.  


The Australian Open has reached the quarter-finals stage and we have to be loyal to 
our outright pick Milos Raonic in his match against Lucas Pouille. Raonic is playing 
some perfect tennis in Melbourne and beat Alexander Zverev in straight sets in the 
last round. Pouille is an inferior opponent and the same outcome is feasible. 
RAONIC 3-0 can be backed at 5/6 with bet365.   
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Three Smaller Yards In Very Good Form - By High Roller 
Racing


Usually when writing about stables in form there are the inevitable Elliot, Mullins and 
Henderson yards but this week I thought we would look at smaller yards that are in 
form and worthy of consideration for the foreseeable future. Bear in mind that ‘form’ 
has a habit of levelling out and the high percentages are unlikely to continue forever.


Sam England took over her fathers small string of horses during the 2015/2016 
season and as I write she has had 37 winners to date. She has already had 10 
winners this season and should pass the 12 winner mark soon to give her a new 
personal best for a season. Sam has four runners entered up this coming week and 
every one of them needs carefully assessing to weigh up their chances either win, 
place or each way bets... all bets making any sort of profit must be considered. 
Sam’s entries this week include Piccalli and Kings Coinage. Her best chance of a 
winner though must be Choochoobugaloo who recently won a Kelso handicap and 
is well ahead of her mark so watch for her if she goes on Wednesday. If not 
Wednesday put her in your tracker. So watch for Sam England and her team in the 
near future at hand.


Jamie Osborne at the time of writing has his horses running to form in a big way 
because overall out of all his runner just over 89 per cent of them are running to 
form... quite incredible. When a trainer has his string in such form then they need 
looking at very seriously. Jamie has Brains entered up so we need to look carefully 
where he runs as the horse won well last time and could follow up. Jamie has a 
£35,000 yearling called Hen entered up and she could be considered if running this 
week. Skydiving has joined the yard from Eve Johnson-Houghton and is still a 
maiden but the sort that Jamie and his staff excel with. So another small yard in 
good form.


Our final trainer is Nicky Richards who trains up north and doesn’t have a huge 
string. Nicky is the best inform trainer in the UK so current statistics declare. A horse 
who joined him from Ireland is Guitar Pete who could take his place in the Skybet 
Chase at Doncaster next weekend. Has the form in the book to go well and is 16/1 
biggest price at the moment. A very interesting horse from Nicky yard is Peters 
Cousin who looked a little rough around the edges but got off the mark all the same 
and she is entered up At Kelso this coming week where she could go in again. 
Whatever you do follow Nicky Richards entries and especially don’t be put off by his 
big priced runners! Keep Nicky on your side.


High Roller Racing found a good 7/2 winner in Urbanist at Exeter on Sunday. The 
High Roller team are back in form and ready to roll in the winners this week so don’t 
miss us! Free to join... you only pay a small fee of a tenner for a winner. Give High 
Roller a go as the team is back in form.


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


What a fantastic week we have had! It started last Tuesday with a 9/4 winner 
BUSBY. Then on Wednesday we landed 2 winners from 4 bets as FLORENCIO won 
at 5/1 and TARGET ZONE won at 4/1! We lost all bets on Thursday but then on 
Friday we had a really special day. First bet was a winner as SHYRON 12/1 swept 
from last to first to win going away! The change of stable doing the trick for that 
horse. Then the very next bet we had LINCOLN SPIRIT 9/1 that despite the horse 
getting headed she fought back tenaciously to win by a head. She should go on 
now to win more races over that distance. The followed 3 losing bets... Then our last 
bet of the day CENTRAL CITY 14/1 showed a great turn of foot to get up near the 
line after trading at 70/1 during running. 


A fantastic day for us and an even more fantastic month! We have had 18 winners 
this month so far, 53.27 Total Points, 78.56% Return on Investment and a 26.87% 
Strike Rate. That’s pretty good for a 1 point service! 


The thing is we have changed the way we select our horses. Last year the first 6 
months were rubbish it felt like the bookmakers were on to us and we struggled 
getting value, our strike rate dropped and we were floundering. 


So we changed at the start of August and hey ho we haven’t lost a month since in 
fact the last 6 months has given us this performance... 189.78 Total Points, 37.20% 
Return on Investment and a 19.47% Strike Rate. 


We changed a few more things before January and that looks to be paying 
dividends. 


Four bets out today all with strong chances! Why not get involved?


Today’s Free Tip  

Leicester 4-15 Handicap Hurdle (Class 5) 20f - LARA TROT 20/1 hasn’t had her 
head in front yet but the yard still think she is capable of a win. She has had a break 
since her last run and they think she has improved and is as fit as they can get her 
at home. 20/1 is a decent price so hopefully she can do the business. 


CLICK HERE - Discover Unity Racing Investments! 
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